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GPDsGPDs and their Interpretationand their Interpretation

Common complains about GPD physics Common complains about GPD physics 
–– Too many variables ! Too many variables ! 

e. g. ,   e. g. ,   H(xH(x, , ξξ, t,, t, µµ) ) –– 4 variables   4 variables   
For most of people the upper limit is 2.For most of people the upper limit is 2.
I will argue 4 is nice, the more the better from I will argue 4 is nice, the more the better from 
a theory point of view!a theory point of view!

–– Too many different Too many different GPDsGPDs!!
In fact, there are eight leadingIn fact, there are eight leading--twist ones twist ones 
All All GPDsGPDs are equal, but some are more equal are equal, but some are more equal 
than the others.than the others.



GPD is a Quantum Distribution!GPD is a Quantum Distribution!

What is a classical distribution? What is a classical distribution? 
A distribution that has strict classical A distribution that has strict classical 
interpretation. interpretation. 
Charge Charge denstiydenstiy, , ρρ(r) (r) 
current density, current density, j(rj(r))
momentum distribution, momentum distribution, f(pf(p), ), f(xf(x)…)…

A quantum distribution?A quantum distribution?
A distribution that has No strict classical 
interpretation. But it may have a classical analogue
WignerWigner Distribution  Distribution  W(r,pW(r,p))



Problems with Classical DistributionsProblems with Classical Distributions

Elastic formElastic form--factorsfactors provide static provide static coordinatecoordinate--
spacespace charge and current distributions (in the charge and current distributions (in the 
sense of Sachs, for example), but sense of Sachs, for example), but NO information NO information 
on the dynamical motionon the dynamical motion..
Feynman Feynman partonparton densitiesdensities give give momentummomentum--space space 
distributions of constituents, but distributions of constituents, but NO information NO information 
of the spatial location of the of the spatial location of the partonspartons..
But sometimes, we need to know BOTH the But sometimes, we need to know BOTH the 
position and momentum position and momentum of the constituents. of the constituents. 
–– For example, one need to know For example, one need to know rr and and p p to to 

calculate calculate L=L=rr××pp !!



Classical phaseClassical phase--space distributionspace distribution

TheThe statestate of a classical particle is specified of a classical particle is specified 
completelycompletely by its coordinate by its coordinate andand momentum: momentum: 
–– A point in theA point in the phasephase--space space ((x,px,p): ): 
Example: Example: Harmonic oscillatorHarmonic oscillator

A state of a classical identical particle system can A state of a classical identical particle system can 
be described by a be described by a phasephase--space distributionspace distribution f(x,pf(x,p).
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Quantum Analogue?Quantum Analogue?

In quantum mechanics, because of the In quantum mechanics, because of the uncertainty uncertainty 
principleprinciple, the phase, the phase--space distribution seems illspace distribution seems ill--
defined in principle.defined in principle.
WignerWigner introduced the first phaseintroduced the first phase--space space 
distribution in quantum mechanics (1932) distribution in quantum mechanics (1932) 
it is extremely useful for understanding the it is extremely useful for understanding the 

quantum dynamicsquantum dynamics
using the classical language of phase-space.
–– HeavyHeavy--ion collisions, ion collisions, 
–– quantum molecular dynamics, quantum molecular dynamics, 
–– signal analysis, signal analysis, 
–– quantum info, quantum info, 
–– optics, optics, 
–– image processingimage processing



WignerWigner functionfunction

Define as Define as 

–– When integrated over x (p), one gets the When integrated over x (p), one gets the 
momentum (probability) density. momentum (probability) density. 

–– Not positive definite in general, but is in Not positive definite in general, but is in 
classical limit!classical limit!

–– Quantum average of any dynamical variable can Quantum average of any dynamical variable can 
be calculated as  be calculated as  

∫= ),(),(),( pxWpxdxdpOpxO

Short of measuring the wave function, the Wigner function
contains the most complete (one-body) info about a quantum system.  



Simple Harmonic OscillatorSimple Harmonic Oscillator

N=5N=0

HusimiHusimi distribution: positive definite!distribution: positive definite!



Measuring Measuring WignerWigner function function 
of  a quantum Light!of  a quantum Light!



Quarks in the ProtonQuarks in the Proton

WignerWigner operatoroperator

WignerWigner distributiondistribution: “: “densitydensity” for quarks having ” for quarks having 
position position rr and 4and 4--momentum kmomentum kµµ (off(off--shell)shell)

a la Saches

Ji, PRL91, 062001 (2003)

No known experiment can measure this!
7-dimensional distribtuion



CustomCustom--made for highmade for high--energy processes energy processes 

In highIn high--energy processes, one cannot measure kenergy processes, one cannot measure k−−

= (k= (k00––kkzz)) and therefore, one must integrate this and therefore, one must integrate this 
out. out. 
The reduced The reduced WignerWigner distribution is a function of distribution is a function of 
6 variables [6 variables [r,k=(r,k=(kk++ kk⊥⊥)]. )]. 
1.1. After integrating over After integrating over r, r, one gets one gets 

transversetransverse--momentum dependent momentum dependent 
(TDM) (TDM) partonparton distributions.distributions.

2.2. Alternatively, after integrating over Alternatively, after integrating over kk⊥⊥, , 
one gets a one gets a spatial distribution of spatial distribution of 
quarks with fixed Feynman momentumquarks with fixed Feynman momentum
kk++=(k=(k00+k+kzz)=)=xMxM.. f(r,x)



Proton images at a fixed xProton images at a fixed x

For every choice of x, one can use the For every choice of x, one can use the WignerWigner
distribution to picture the quarks; distribution to picture the quarks; This is This is 
analogous to viewing the proton through the analogous to viewing the proton through the x x 
(momentum(momentum) filters!) filters!
The distribution is related to The distribution is related to Generalized Generalized partonparton
distributionsdistributions (GPD)(GPD) throughthrough

t= – q2

ξ ~ qz



A GPD or A GPD or WignerWigner Function ModelFunction Model

A A parametrizationparametrization which satisfies the following which satisfies the following 
Boundary Conditions:  Boundary Conditions:  ((A. A. BelitskyBelitsky, X. , X. JiJi, and F. , and F. 
Yuan, hepYuan, hep--ph/0307383, to appear in PRDph/0307383, to appear in PRD))
–– Reproduce measured Feynman distributionReproduce measured Feynman distribution
–– Reproduce measured form factorsReproduce measured form factors
–– PolynomialityPolynomiality condition condition 
–– PositivityPositivity
RefinementRefinement
–– Lattice QCDLattice QCD
–– Experimental dataExperimental data



UpUp--Quark Charge Density at x=0.4Quark Charge Density at x=0.4
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UpUp--Quark Charge Quark Charge DenstiyDenstiy at x=0.01at x=0.01



UpUp--Quark Density At x=0.7Quark Density At x=0.7



CommentsComments

If one puts the pictures at all x together, one gets If one puts the pictures at all x together, one gets 
a spherically round nucleon! (a spherically round nucleon! (WignerWigner--EckartEckart
theorem)theorem)

If one integrates over the distribution along the z If one integrates over the distribution along the z 
direction, one gets the 2Ddirection, one gets the 2D--impact parameter space impact parameter space 
pictures of M. pictures of M. BurkardtBurkardt (2000) and (2000) and SoperSoper..



TMD TMD PartonParton DistributionDistribution

Appear in the process in which Appear in the process in which hadronhadron transversetransverse--
momentum is measured, often together with TMD momentum is measured, often together with TMD 
fragmentation functions. fragmentation functions. 
The leadingThe leading--twist ones are classified by Boer, twist ones are classified by Boer, 
MuldersMulders, and , and TangermanTangerman (1996,1998)(1996,1998)
–– There are 8 of them There are 8 of them 

q(xq(x, k, k┴┴), ), qqTT(x(x, k, k┴┴),),
∆∆qqLL(x(x, , kk┴┴), ), ∆∆qqTT(x(x, , kk┴┴), ), 
δδq(xq(x, , kk┴┴)),, δδLLq(xq(x, , kk┴┴), ), δδTTq(xq(x, , kk┴┴), ), δδTT’’q(xq(x, , kk┴┴))



Factorization for SIDIS with PFactorization for SIDIS with P┴┴

For traditional highFor traditional high--energy process with one hard energy process with one hard 
scale, inclusive DIS, scale, inclusive DIS, DrellDrell--YanYan, jet , jet 
production,…production,…soft divergences typically cancel,soft divergences typically cancel,
except at the edges of phaseexcept at the edges of phase--spacespace. . 
At present, we have At present, we have two scales, Q and Ptwo scales, Q and P┴┴ ((could be could be 
softsoft). Therefore, besides the collinear ). Therefore, besides the collinear 
divergences which can be factorized into TMD divergences which can be factorized into TMD 
partonparton distributions (not entirely as shown by the distributions (not entirely as shown by the 
energyenergy--dependence), there are also soft dependence), there are also soft 
divergences which can be taken into account by divergences which can be taken into account by 
the soft factorthe soft factor. . 

X. X. JiJi, F. Yuan, and J. P. Ma (to be published), F. Yuan, and J. P. Ma (to be published)



ConclusionConclusion

WignerWigner distribution is the unifying framework for distribution is the unifying framework for 
all the all the distributions!distributions!
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